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Axioms – purposes of language teaching

• Communication (dialogue) = face validity
– For learners and other stakeholders – and therefore 

teachers

• Dialogue leading to action AND

• Language teaching = language (humanistic) 
education → criticality = analysis, critique (not 
criticism) and action in the world → impact on 
individual and society
– [See Barnett 1997: Higher Education – a critical 

business – for ‘criticality’]
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EXAMPLE 
The Malvinas/Falklands War (1982): An opportunity for citizenship 

education in the foreign language classroom in Argentina and the UK

• 50 Argentinean university students of English (CEFR C1) 

• 50 UK students of Spanish (Honours)

• - researched conflict and communicated synchronically 
and diachronically (wiki and Elluminate)  -- focus on 
interaction based on respect, mutual understanding 
and cooperative conflict resolution 

- created PPTs about the war, interviewed Argentine 
and English war veteran

- collaboratively created advertisement to show 
contact and reconciliation 
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civic participation: 

• - created blogs/facebook pages and noting 

reactions

• - produced leaflets and distributed in city 

centre of La Plata
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• - taught special class in English language 

school

• - taught class with NGO in poor 

neighbourhood [youtube]

• [see handout for details]

• Example of ‘Intercultural Citizenship’

– (cultnet http://cultnetworld.wordpress.com/)

• Intercultural Communicative Competence (FL) 

+ Citizenship 
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Citizenship Education

(in schools)

Citizenship education in England  (from Ministry website)

Citizenship education has 3 related purposes: 

1 Social and moral responsibility:
Learning self-confidence and socially and morally responsible behaviour

2 Community involvement:
Becoming involved in the life of neighbourhood and 
communities, including learning through community
involvement and service to the community.
ACTION-ORIENTED BUT NOT CRITICAL

3 Political literacy:
Learning about the institutions, problems and practices of our 
democracy (….) how to make themselves effective in the life 
of the nation - a concept wider than political knowledge alone.
NATION-ORIENTED
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Citizenship education 

• Problem – limited to nation

• Problem – criticality not applied to citizenship

• Advantage – of ‘action in the community’ –

‘transformative action’ (Barnett)



Foreign language education 

• Problem of ICC in FL – no objective of ‘active in 
the community’ (only skill and knowledge and 
critique)

• Advantage that FLE goes beyond national 
community

• Advantage that FLE is ‘critical’ – also of national 
assumptions 

• Advantage – potential for ‘internationalism’



‘Intercultural citizenship’

• Combine FLE and Citizenship education

– FLE = international/internationalist + critical

– Cit Ed. = action in the world

• Intercultural (‘world’) citizenship education 

– Acting together with ‘others’ (i.e. other countries 

and other languages) to address a common 

problem in the world 



HE policy

• Bologna /Dublin descriptors - Framework for 
Qualifications of the European Higher Education 
Area:

– B-level : (students) can communicate information, 
ideas, problems and solutions to both specialist and 
non-specialist audiences;

• ‘Graduate attributes’ - ‘responsible citizens’

BUT – no/little internationalism and ‘action in the 
world’



Cultnet project

• HE projects between:
– Japan and Taiwan (learners with beginner FL 

competence) - Etsuko Yamada and Jessie Hsieh

– England and Argentina – Melina Porto and Leticia 
Yulita

– Japan, Taiwan, Argentina and Denmark – Stephanie 
Houghton, Mei Lan Huang, Melina Porto, Petra 
Daryai-Hansen

– Japan and Korea – Damian Rivers and Cathy Peck

– Korea and USA – Cathy Peck and Manuela Wagner

– USA and Hungary – Manuela Wagner and Irina 
Golubeva
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